
 

 

Profile of Mr. Ravi Chandra 
 
Current Role: Vice President – Consulting  
Mr. Ravi Chandra has worked in different roles from day one of the company and has 
been instrumental in creating the execution strengths of TransGraph. He currently 
handles the consulting client delivery and engagement. His experience on commodity 
markets coupled with his creativity in designing new processes has helped the 
organization maintain operational efficiency and exemplary delivery levels. He was 
instrumental in creating the ‘value’ and ‘decision-enabling’ brands for the company.  
 
Education: 
MBA in Finance from Andhra University 
  
Work Experience: 
13 years of experience on purchase, commodity analysis, price forecasting, improving 
the process and developing new deliverables for clients from varied industries.  
 Sr. Technical analyst in Research and Analysis Wing at Foretell Business Solutions  
 Head of analysis in a Singapore based hedge fund 
 

 Achievements: 

 Developed and deployed various hedge models for automobile, auto 
component, FMCG, commodity trading, plantations and refining industries 

 Drafted risk management policies for SMEs and large organizations 

 Strategized executable business consulting solutions backed with sound 
analytical frameworks 

 Experience in understanding client’s businesses with relevance to its industry 
and asset classes in which client operates 

 Hands on expertise in project execution of domestic and international consulting 
projects under finance, commodities and strategy domain 

 Art of mixing consulting and product in delivering the best and reliable solutions, 
credited for ITEC (IT Enabled Consulting) 

 Numerous efficiency improvement initiatives with out of box thinking 

 Innovative and industry best delivery formats 

 Handled good number of client training programs 

 Well experienced in handling large research teams with good employee morale 
and job satisfaction 

 Contributed presentations, comments and outlook on markets for various 
newswire like Dowjones, Bloomberg and conferences 

 Developed a technical indicator called AKKIN%NCN to monitor crowd behaviour 
and gauge the price direction for futures markets. By using open interest data it 
portrays the strength of the underlying price moves and the psychology behind 
that move. 
 


